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So many to choose from, but that is my choice to lead with.  Who is that supposed to be?  Obama's
“personal chef”, Tafari Campbell, allegedly found drowned yesterday on the beach outside Obama's
mansion on Martha's Vineyard.  

When I first heard this story last night, before I saw that photo that came out today, my initial reaction
was a chuckle: “Yeah, chef, right.  More like lover.”  

Remember, it was just a few days ago when Obama's own brother admitted he was gay in a tweet, then
quickly deleted it.  

So they needed some proof this guy was a chef, presto, we get that photo in a chef's hat.  One problem:
it is the usual fake, done in photoshop.  I would say it is most obvious where his ear hits the hat, but all
the white edges in the photo are buzzy and false, so it is easy to spot.  The photo makes no sense in
other ways, since you only wear a chef's hat in the kitchen, but this photo is taken outside in a crowd
with people snapping pictures.  What is supposed to be going on there?  

And whose hand is that on his shoulder?  Well, we know that, too:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/07/oh-my-malik-obama-tweets-brother-barack-obama/


An even worse fake.  They should have quit while they were behind.  How small is Tafari's head!  He
looks like a pinhead, even with a huge hat on.  And what is Bush looking at?  Their faces are six inches
apart, but Bush can't focus on his face, instead looking right past him at something in the distance?  Is
that supposed to be a still from a video?  If so, I couldn't find the tape.  Dog ate it, I guess.  Or they
taped over it, like the NASA footage from the Moon.  

You will tell me this guy has a wife and two children.  Then why does his wife live in Northern
Virginia?  That is where her business is.  You would expect a married couple to live together, and if he
is Obama's chef, he should live either on Obama's estate or nearby.  You also wouldn't expect a straight
black guy to dress like this:

Plus, the mainstream story is already morphing.  At first the Obamas weren't home.  Now they admit
they were.  So why lie initially?  Something is being covered up here.  A coverup points either at a
crime of some sort, or a faked death.  Maybe he and Obama are running away to Capri?  



More research takes us to this:

The Enigmatic Wedding

The exact date of Tafari Campbell and Sherise Campbell’s wedding remains shrouded in mystery.
The couple has chosen to keep their personal life away from the public domain, leaving us without
any specific details about their wedding ceremony. Despite the lack of information, it is evident
that their love for each other has stood the test of time.

Privacy has always been of paramount importance to the Campbell couple. Tafari Campbell, in
particular, has been quite discreet when it comes to sharing moments from his personal life,
especially with regard to his beloved wife, Sherise Campbell. While he occasionally posted pictures
with her, he took great care to conceal her identity from the prying eyes of the world.

Hmmm.  Seems like confirmation, doesn't it?  Also confirmation is that a #2 ranked page to
biographydaily.com is not loading.  

Then we go to a page from today at geniuscelebs.com, where we find this fake photo:

That is obviously a paste-up, and those pics of him are years old, since he isn't 45 there.  Same red coat
as the other one.    

https://geniuscelebs.com/tafari-campbell-wife-sherise-kids-savin-xavier/
https://biographydaily.com/2023/07/25/sherise-campbell/
https://naijaonpoint.com.ng/meet-tafari-campbell-wife-sherise-kids-savin-and-xavier-details/


That's a second paste-up from the same site.  Why are we looking up at her, like in a bad selfie, but not
looking up at him?  They are also not in the same light, as you can tell by looking at the highlights on
their lips.  

There they are together at the Muse Paintbar, probably another paste or fake, since that place is in
Yonkers.  Neither of them live in Yonkers or anywhere near it.  Besides, the link to that photo is also
broken at Bing,  giving us a 400 error code.  

Here he is with his son:



I can't make any sense of that.  Why is the son tilted at 45 degrees, while he isn't?  It isn't just that their
heads are leaning towards one another, it is that their bodies are in different planes, although they both
appear to be sitting.

Here's another pic they are running.  Wow, that guy has huge arms and a tiny waist for a chef.  Because
chefs normally don't eat anything except PEDs, right?  

Then we have this problem:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CvHePWIuK3a/?utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=57a5cc96-6110-4b76-ad7b-463203d1b89e


We are told Campbell was the Obamas' White House chef, but as you see the White House chefs have
government uniforms with the eagle on the shoulder and flag on the collar.  There are no photos of
Campbell in that uniform.  

Which brings us back to the pic under title.  If Campbell is meeting Bush or being honored by him for
some reason, it could only be in his capacity as White House chef.  But again, the uniform is wrong.
We are missing the flag on the collar, which even the sous chefs have, as you see there.  They also all
have writing on the hat, which Campbell lacks.  And the top of the real hat is different, being higher
and less perfect on top than the picture of Campbell with Bush above.  So although we have some
photos and films of Campbell dressed as a food service worker, we have no indication he ever worked
as a sous chef at the White House.  We only have faked photos trying to fool you into believing that.  

So what is this all about?  It is impossible to say for sure this early on, but I have some suggestions.  It
may just be another eyes-off event, a piece of manufactured news to fill the headlines and draw
attention away from reality.  Pfizer is underwriting thousands of those right now, to keep your mind off
the vaccine genocide and give you talking points day to day.    

It may also be part of the long-term plan to blackwash the left and the Democratic party, moving
everyone further right and further into the waiting arms of the military, banks, and the deep state.



Biden and the Clintons are self-destructing, so Obama needs to play his part.  

Another possibility is that Campbell got into trouble with the IRS, Justice, or an insurance company,
requiring that his buddy Obama take drastic measures to extricate him.  A faked death is the best way
to do that, as we have seen.  In fact, at the local level, I would say that is the most likely scenario, with
other entities jumping in after the fact to spin it for other political hay.  We will see where it goes from
here.  I am sure Hillary and CNN will find some way to blame it on Trump.  
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